
Clean-Up Under Aggregate & Mining Conveyor Systems with Skid Steer
Quarry Bucket by Berlon

Berlon Industries has introduced a line-up of buckets that allows quarry and mining operators
to safely and efficiently remove aggregate and other debris that often builds up under conveyor
systems and other tight quarters. Construction and agricultural industries may also find these
buckets useful, getting under hard to reach areas like bins, hoppers, and pipe trenches.

Responding to a request from a local quarry, Berlon designed a Conveyor Bucket that could be used with a skid
steer or compact wheel loader. Their goal was to design a durable bucket at a price point that would make it
appealing for businesses to purchase it from Berlon instead of fabricating it in house.

In the end, they came up with a line-up of seven (7) standard sizes. Some of the features include a heavy- wall
tubular frame, 1/4" thick bucket body, 1/2" x 3" wear bars, 1/2" x 6" weld-on cutting edge with holes, optional
3/4” x 8” reversible cutting edge or rake tooth edge, and a universal mounting plate. Custom sizes and other
mounts are also available.

“We went to Berlon to see if they would be able to make a bucket to replace the ones we were using. We didn’t
have the time needed to reconstruct the one we were using and thought if Berlon did it might be a win - win for
both of us. Berlon took on the challenge and were able to help us out. It has been a pleasure working with them.
The product they have produced for us has been outstanding and quite a time saver. All of the people at Berlon
have been very helpful and pleasant to work with, the quality and their craftsmanship shows in the products
they build for their customers.“

- Oz Kinas, President of Link Aggregates Inc.

Berlon designs and manufactures highly durable buckets and attachments for skid steers, tractor loaders,
compact utility tractors, wheel loaders and tele-handlers. The company traces its roots back to 1943 and is
known for offering high quality buckets and attachments and short lead times. Berlon’s products can be found
throughout the agriculture, construction, landscaping, material handling, land clearing, and snow removal
industries.

For more information about Berlon’s New Conveyor Bucket or any other buckets and attachments, visit
www.berlon.com or call 1-800-899-3580 or email info@berlon.com

http://www.berlon.com
http://info@berlon.com
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If you have any questions regarding information in these press releases please contact the company listed in the press release. Our complete disclaimer
appears here

Contact Information
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Berlon Industries
http://www.berlon.com
920-349-3117
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